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<p>GroundFORCE Building Systems is a leading company specializing in precast concrete slabs and EPS
(Expanded<br />
Polystyrene) panel construction. We pride ourselves on delivering innovative and sustainable building solutions<br />
that are cost-effective and efficient. Our precast concrete slabs offer exceptional durability and strength, making<br />
them suitable for a variety of construction projects. Whether it&#39;s for residential, commercial, or industrial
purposes,<br />
our slabs are designed to meet the highest standards of quality and safety. In addition, our EPS panel<br />
construction method provides an energy-efficient and eco-friendly alternative to traditional building materials.<br />
These lightweight panels are made from expanded polystyrene, a versatile material known for its insulation<br />
properties. By utilizing EPS panels, our construction process becomes faster and more sustainable, resulting in<br />
reduced energy consumption and lower carbon footprint. At GroundFORCE Building Systems, we understand the<br
/>
importance of meeting our clients&#39; specific needs. That&#39;s why we offer customizable solutions to cater to
different<br />
architectural designs and project requirements. Our team of experienced professionals ensures seamless<br />
coordination and superior craftsmanship throughout the construction process. With a commitment to delivering<br />
excellence, we prioritize customer satisfaction by providing reliable, cost-effective solutions that stand the test of<br />
time. Choose GroundFORCE Building Systems for your precast con</p>
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AWARDED CONTRACTS   "View EDGAR Doc" on Website
Contract Comodity Exp Date EDGAR

230902 Permanent Modular Buildings (JOC) 11/30/2025 See EDGAR Certification Doc.

230902

Christopher A Brewer Managment (817) 382-7454 cbrewer@gogroundforce.com

Kenneth Neatherlin Founder (979) 778-0079 kenneth@gogroundforce.com

CONTACTS BY CONTRACTS


